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Story on page 3
New York City is like the suicide victim clinging to the ledge of the 72nd floor of the Empire State Building. Down on Fifth Ave., President Gerald Ford is screaming "Jump!"

This is as helpful as the President has been in dealing with the prospect of New York City going bankrupt. He has only proposed a new chapter in the federal bankruptcy law which would go into effect after the city is forced to default. While New York does not have a high wire act in a hurricane to pay its bills—Ford opposes using Federal money to bail out the city because he wants it to face the music for its evil ways.

We believe Congress should provide federal financial aid to help New York avert bankruptcy. Hanging the situation around the city is a normal administration is to treat the problem as an isolated phenomenon.

Although the city isn’t blameless for its plight, columnist David S. Broder of the Washington Post points out the President’s attitude ignores the reality facing America’s older cities.

He explains federal housing subsidies and mortgage guarantees lured affluent whites to suburbs while federally financed farm mechanization eliminated jobs in the South. Those who were displaced were attracted to Northern cities by federal financial aid to help New York City avoid bankruptcy. He wants the city to face the reality of America’s older cities.

Another consequence of the fiscal crisis is its affect on the municipal bond market. Senator Barry Goldwater of Arizona believes default would not affect the municipal bonds of other cities.

However, the senior vice-president of Urban Progress, Inc., of Los Angeles, Philip S. Nusin, wrote in the Los Angeles Times that he has found the "New York City bond situation has already had a severe impact on the ability of these (local communities to fund essential programs)."

He added if New York is allowed to default "at least, municipal debt services will increase dramatically as workers, some communities will be brought to the brink of financial insolvency."

A report issued by the House-Senate Joint Economic Committee said a default could reduce the growth rate of the Gross National Product by one per cent, increase national unemployment by 300,000 persons and add to the national deficit. Advocates of federal aid to the city say unemployment would come from firms who will go to New York and whose contracts would be cancelled.

Along with federal money, Congress will have to investigate the city’s suspect management policies and the city will have to learn to live within its means. The city’s geography in such areas as medical care, transportation and education will have to be curtailed.

New York’s Governor Hugh Carey believes New York City’s bankruptcy would cost the federal government about $1 billion for the next six months. The spectacle of Ford preferring to spend money for a few reasons instead of saving the Big Apple from the worms could be as psychologically damaging for the nation’s economy as default itself.
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On Guns

by HERTBERT W.
HOEPNTER

Who ever heard of a handgun running rampant through the streets killing people? No one, the reason is because guns are not the cause of crimes, but instead the problem.

I agree the banning of every gun in the entire world would stop crimes with guns, but it wouldn’t stop crimes or misadventures with guns. Guns are not the only source there is to human error.

We can’t even control murders in our own prisons. It would be virtually impossible to ban every gun in the world and the more fact that one gun raises would pose a problem of it being stolen and in a crime. Most large scale crimes are done with small guns. Do you think the NL fit a sporting goods store and asks for some machine guns. Of course not, because machine guns are illegal, though criminals can still acquire them.

The Wall Street Journal in the handgun article, October 31, gave a sad story about a 14 year old boy who found a gun at home and accidentally shot his playmate. I can quote the same type of story about my neighbor’s little boy who died of poisoning.

The fact of the matter is that the statistic of 3,500 accidents from firearms is very misleading. According to the Los Angeles Times, May 8, 1975, and a book on U.S. Statistics which can be found in the library, 1,000 people were killed in firearm accidents in 1975 along with 15,000 deaths from falls, 8,700 by drownings, 14,000 by accidents on the job, 55,000 auto accidents, and 3,700 by poisoning.

Of all these accidents, firearm related accidents are the very least.

The article in the Mustang Daily also poses the question "Do people expect to protect their homes by shooting it out with an intruder?" I don’t expect to shoot an intruder with my gun, but the mere fact that I have a gun is going to make an intruder think twice about breaking into my home.

By the same fact, I own a dog for protection. I don’t expect him to run an intruder, but the mere fact that he is there will again make an intruder break twice.

I maintain that you can’t blame a tool of machinery, like a handgun, for a crime, not reality is the people who cause crimes. That problem lies in the fact that our courts are too lax. I propose that rather than punishing the gun, we punish the person using it by making it a mandatory sentence for those who commit crimes with a gun. Handguns are only fatalistic criminals.

Hope this helps.
See Canyon: The Fruits Of All Labor Are Apples

by LEE BROOKS
Daily News Writer

The folks of See Canyon are hard-core apple lovers. The fruit is well, the applied for their eyes.

There are seven apple farms nestled between the hills and creeks located in the same canyon which lies between Avila Beach and Los Osos Rd.

Each apple farm boasts a wide variety of apples advertised on homemade signs tucked onto fences which line the 100-year-old road that runs through the canyon.

Graham, McIntosh, Jonathan, pippin and of course, golden and red delicious are a few of the kinds of customers have to choose from.

Some of the ranches sell pumpkins, walnuts, almonds and squash in addition to the fruit. One ranch has an old wagon attached to a tractor. The customers are transported to the orchard so they can pick their own apples.

Apple season usually begins in September and runs through October. The trees have yielded a heavy crop this year so many of the ranchers will have apples through November.

Ellis Redstone of the Daisy Dell Ranch has been in the apple business since 1916. Redstone was 8 years old when his family moved out to See Canyon. He recalls that back in those days, farmers raised beans and dairy cows.

Redstone says the Daisy Dell is one of the oldest apple farms in See Canyon. He makes his own apple cider on an 80-year-old press. It was a hand and screw press when his father used it. Since then, Redstone has had a motor installed.

His cider is pure organic. It takes one lug of apples (80-25 pounds) to make one gallon of apple cider. Redstone explained with a smile that working the press is a "one man's job." He can produce up to 40 gallons an hour.

"My father was a very enthusiastic man," Redstone said, showing with his stained hands how the press is operated. "One day, when my brother and I were very... (continued on page 5)
Workshop Proposes New Stadium

A multi-purpose stadium is built on the campus it should be an all-weather dome that will bring the students into the countryside and serve community as well as university needs. But, more importantly, the people who will use the stadium should be those who help plan it.

Those were the sentiments of some 40 architects, campus planners and city officials who participated last week on a "take off" workshop, a concept billed by its originator as the coming thing in the planning field.

But, before potential stadium users get their hopes up too high, take heed of university President Robert E. Kennedy's blunt words:

"There is no possibility of getting state support for this project."

Leading the workshop for two days in the Archie Gallery of Engineering West were professional architects. The concept of "take off" workshop for the campus library—which gather dust because of no state funding. The workshop attempted to draw in a representative from every group that would be affected by the stadium and come up with a consensus on a design.

Participants included city manager Kenneth Schwarn, Dean of Students Everett Chandler, Athletic Director Vic Buckna, Intramural Director Richard Hefron, Campus Planner Dan Lawton, university Police Chief George Cochrel as well as university students majoring in architecture.

Five groups were formed to collect information about the proposed site and then "brainstorm" ideas on the best design to meet the needs of the university and the community. The results of those efforts were presented Friday afternoon.

The groups were able to agree that the stadium should be for multi-purpose use and should be domed. All shared the belief that the largest community of San Luis Obispo should be included in the plans.

Flo Kennedy, a black woman involved in the fight against discrimination of all kinds for the last 30 years, will speak tonight at 8 p.m. in Chaminau Auditorium. Student tickets are $1 and the general public will be admitted for $2. Her speech is sponsored by the Speakers Forum here.

Stuart at a book, Abortion Rap and The Pathology of Oppression. She was also the founder of the National Organization for Women. Kennedy combines a quick wit with deep reason to capture the attention of her audience. On the subject of oppressed people, she's said, "If you've been hit a lot, you tend to shy away. Trying to help an oppressed person is like trying to put your arm around somebody with a sunburn.

Kennedy has been the subject of many magazine articles including several in Ms. and People magazines.

Civil Rights
Advocate Here

A lawyer, Kennedy also authored two books, Against Oppression and The Violence of Oppression. Kennedy combines a quick wit with deep reason to capture the attention of her audience. On the subject of oppressed people, she's said, "If you've been hit a lot, you tend to shy away. Trying to help an oppressed person is like trying to put your arm around somebody with a sunburn.

Kennedy has been the subject of many magazine articles including several in Ms. and People magazines.

Stuff Stockings
With Poly Cheese

Poly Pak cheese boxes are being sold by the students in the dairy manufacturing plant management class to raise money for a weekend field trip. About $500 is needed by the class mainly for transportation, so participate in the Dec. 4-5 field trip to visit dairy plants in Northern California.

The seven students have purchased cheeses made at the Cal Poly dairy manufacturing building and are preparing them in gift boxes for the Christmas season. After being cut into bricks, the students are dipping the cheese into colored paraffin and arranging it in the boxes.

There are three sizes: the Student's Budget Box, the Faculty's Choice Box, and the President's Pride Box. They range in price from $6.50 to $18.75 and include four to nine different kinds of cheeses.

Each box is ready to wrap and can be easily sent through the mail.

Orders must be made by Dec. 1 through the campus store or at the dairy office. Room 121 in the Heintz Agricultural Building. The boxes can be picked up at the campus store between Dec. 8-11.

Christmas shopping couldn't be any easier. Besides, there's a touch of Cal Poly in every box.
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New Stadium: A Distant Hope

Athletic Director Vic Burns reiterated that it could cost between $8 and $10 million for the type of stadium that would fit the university's needs.

"There are a lot of things that have a higher priority," explained Kennedy. "I'll push for three other buildings before I'll push for this. But that doesn't mean I'm against it.

Vital to the workshop were seven students from the School of Architecture and Environmental Design and Landscape Architecture who were working on a design solution for the stadium as their senior project. They visited Burns and Marquis to show how their workshop functioned, utilizing the stadium as a problem concerning the whole community.

Senior project coordinator Larry Kuruzi and the six other students, Kaye Jensen, Ron Johnson, Ron Kaku, Chuck Lafer, and Kerry Gold, led the five work groups that hammered out their concept of what the stadium should be.

Both Marquis and Burns stressed the fact that although the workshop was an exercise, it wouldn't merely be an academic one but could provide information for an existing project when a stadium is built.

However, until funds can be found, it looks like the rodeo arena will be the scene of many rodeos for years to come.
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young, a group of LA tourists came up to the farm. You could tell they were tourists because of their fancy clothes and big cars.

"My father had just finished making apple cider. He gave them a sample in our brown glasses," he continued. His father asked them how they liked it. The tourists agreed quietly that it was good so my father asked, if they wanted more. Quickly they said no. Redstone said with a chuckle.

"When they left, we used the apple cider and it was awful. The barrel was mostly full of water so that's what it used like," he explained. "And since the glasses were brown, we couldn't tell that it wasn't apple cider. I'm never going to forget that," Redstone said.

Redstone's home brewed apple cider is thick golden brown, tangy and delicious. His wife explained that it has to be refrigerated because apples have their own yeast and it keeps working unless cold. The cider is bottled in recycled wine bottles from the Environmental Center.

Redstone, his wife and 18-year-old daughter run the Daisy Dell. He worked as a custodian and later on in forestry at Cal Poly before retiring a few years ago.

On down the road a ways is the See Canyon Fruit Ranch. Carla Hamari has lived at the apple farm for two years but has managed to keep busy with the apples and animals on hand to greet customers during the apple season. There are turkeys, geese, goats, sheep, and dogs.

Mrs. Hamari, her husband and two children moved to See Canyon because of its quiet atmosphere. "There are only cars during the apple season," Mrs. Hamari explained. "I work six days a week and the store on the seventh this time of year."

She talked with a warm smile so her customers, offering samples of the different varieties of apples. Apples are sold according to size and fruit and box sizes. They are stored in an open barn. Customers wander through, looking at apples, animals and a large pile of pumpkins outside.

Christine Hamari, 9, ran in to ask her mother questions every few minutes. "I get tired of apples sometimes," she admitted. "I get a stomach ache when I eat too many green apples.

Open Mon. thru Sat. 10:30-6:30
There, after 6:00
All Sales Final
Overstock time is stuck on hand.

Apple cider will hit the stands always.
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by CONNIE GIANSANTI
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Both the opportunity and the means for Poly students and the general public of San Luis Obispo to air their views on local television will soon be available.

According to Arthur Hagood, general manager of the Central California Communications Corp., the station is being considered by the Federal Communication Commission to provide minimum facilities for public participation by January 1. But minimum facilities were not good enough for CCC: "One black and white camera and one playback were all the FCC required," said Hagood. "But we didn't like that idea very much because it would almost guarantee poor production.

So the San Luis Obispo station is going one step farther. A studio, complete with a control room, two color cameras, one black and white graphics camera, a special effects generator and complete lighting fixtures is under construction at the station's 2011 Parker Street address.

In addition, technical help will be made available by the station.

Programming for the station will be divided into five groups, the first three of which are designed as non-operator programs.

This means the local cable station will examine the programs for obscenity and references to lottery, but will not be responsible for any other aspect of the show.

The three are public access programs, which will have priority; educational access programs, and local government access programs.

Air time for some three types of programming will be free, but there will be a moderate charge for any equipment used. No equipment is used, if the show is brought in complete and ready to go, there will be no charge at all.

The other two kinds of programming are called operator programs, which means the operators (the cable station) is responsible to the FCC for the content of the shows. In addition to obscenity and lottery references, the station must screen three shows for fairness, and offer equal time to anyone wanting it.

Air time for these two groups will not be free, though the station hasn't developed a rate card.

Hagood said the two paying programs will have the loyalty priority of the shows, and are not expected to support an open to PG and T. He expects to "run in the red," said Hagood. "Our address system has been in operation for about a year and hasn't earned one dime yet.

In any event, the four types of programming will be divided into four groups, the first three of which are designed as non-operator programs.

As asked about participation by Cal Poly and Cuesta students, Hagood said, "As far as we're concerned, students are eligible to put on any program any other person would be eligible to do.

Donald McCalleb, public information officer in Cal Poly's Public Affairs office, told Mustang there are no restrictions on individual student participation in such programs. If, however, a Poly sanctions group of club plans to do a program, McCalleb said it should be cleared through the Student Activities Office.

The public programs will be presented during prime time; that is from 8 to 11 p.m., when channels 7 and 12 are airing identical programs.

Reversal of Libel Suit Verdict
Expected By PG&E Official

A high level PG and E Public Relations official said Wednesday that he expected the $7.7 million libel suit against PG and E would "not stand."

Speaking before a Cal Poly student gathering, Dick Davin said he felt confident that the libel damage suit awarded movie producer Don Widener would be reversed.

"Once all the facts and circumstances surrounding the case are reassessed I feel a new and favorable decision will be rendered," Davin said.

He added, "There are various legal alternatives available to PG and E; therefore I can't substantiate the case at this time."

Widener is the producer of the controversial television film on nuclear power. "The Gold Concept."

DEEP FRIED
ARTICHoke HEARTS
Tempura Dipped in our Special Batter

Bit O London
FISH & CHIPS
544-5444
Open am till 9 pm
295 Santa Rosa St., S.L.O
Donald Rumsfeld, President Ford's choice for defense secretary, indicated Wednesday he advised Ford not to fire James Schlesinger and said he would continue Schlesinger's policies.

Referring to policies espoused by Schlesinger, Rumsfeld told the Senate Armed Services Committee he too favors restoration of the $1.7 billion that was cut from the Pentagon budget and he too believes defense must be complemented by strong defense.

On another controversial issue, Rumsfeld said he was "not under consideration" as a possible vice presidential running mate for Ford—-

Ozone Talk
"Ozone in the Atmosphere" will be the topic of guest speaker, Dr. D.G. Williamson, at the meeting of the American Chemical Society—Students Chapter on Thursday, Nov. 20, at 7:30 p.m. in the Science E-29. For further information contact Dr. H.J. Watson or the Chemistry Department at 546-5863.

Speakeasy Club
All Speech majors are encouraged to attend the Speakeasy Club meeting on Thursday, Nov. 13, at 11 a.m. in room E18 of the English building. It is a general meeting and everyone is welcome. For further information call Larry Robinson at 546-5917.

Car Wash
The Kiwanis class of Sigma Kappa Sorority is sponsoring a car wash on Saturday Nov. 15 at the Standard station on Santa Rosa. The car wash will begin at 10 a.m. and will cost $1 per car.

Campus Coalition
There will be a Campus Coalition meeting Thursday, Nov. 13 at 11:00 a.m. Slides describing a program that may be used to teach the city for Christ will be shown. The meeting will be held in Chumash Auditorium and everyone is welcome.

Open Channel
What role does the Cal Poly Foundation play in the construction and maintenance of campus facilities and who pays for these services? Answers to these questions and others will be given tonight.

HELPFUL Camera Store
San Luis Obispo’s HELPFUL Camera Store

CAMPUS CAMERNA
746 Higuera — Downtown S.L.O. — 540-2047

RETI WES TERN
Levi Lee Relais Dol Toro Lana
Ace Bailey Nocona
Texas Wrangler

Your Complete Family Store
Men, Women, and Children's Wear
Large Stock of Tack and Veterinary Supplies

Trade in your old saddle for a new one.

Certified Used Jeans
Now Has Shoes You
Would Expect For Your Jeans:

REGAL SHOES

For Sale
All saddles in store on sale.

For Sale

For Sale
by JON HASTINGS
Daily Sports Editor

Joe Harper is probably wishing Saturday's winning 65-14 victory over Idaho State was Poly's last game of the year. It was the type of game coaches like to have the entire off season to savor and save.

But Harper isn't so lucky. The Mustangs face one of their toughest assignments of the year when they travel to Veterans Stadium to take on Long Beach State Saturday night.

Long Beach is 7-2 and boasts one of the finest runners in major college football. Herb Look is currently the second leading rusher in the nation, trailing only USC's Ricky Bell.

Harper calls Long Beach "the most physical team a Cal Poly club has ever played. Long Beach will outweigh us by a considerable margin along the front. They are very strong and aggressive. That will be a tremendous challenge for us," says Harper.

But no matter what happens in Long Beach, no one will ever forget what went on last Saturday in Mustang Stadium. The stage was set. It was Homecoming. The Mustangs were playing nationally ranked Idaho State and a record crowd was on hand.

Poly was in perfect upset position. But as usual, the Mustangs read the wrong script. When one team upset another, it is supposed to do it in the waning seconds with an acrobatic catch to make the final score 28-27. Poly insisted on breaking tradition.

It would be a crime to call what Poly did to Idaho State an "upset." A humiliation would be a more appropriate word. The Bengals had allowed just 60 points to their previous eight opponents, but the Mustangs racked up nine touchdowns and a field goal.

The Idaho sidelines were in awe. They were planning on a trip to the Camellia Bowl this year, and already had new uniforms picked out. But a 65-14 defeat to unranked Cal Poly isn't going to look too good in the Bengal's bid for a playoff spot.

The key men responsible for splitting Idaho's season were Gary Davis, Rich Robbins, Ray Hall, Rocky Chapman, Jim Childs, Dennis Shoetke, Mike Lejuge, Pat Mamos and Bill McCadden in addition to the rest of the Mustang squad. Everyone on the roster played a part in what one of the most memorable Poly football games of all time.

Davis gained 112 yards on just 11 carries, including a 55-yard touchdown run that made people say, "O.J. who?" Robbins ran for three touchdowns and completed eight of 12 passes for 111 yards. His efforts earned him CCAA Player of the Week honors.

Chapman broke several tackles on a 79-yard scoring sprint and Paul Hodgson, who hasn't carried the ball much this fall, scored twice. "It was probably our best all around game of the year," he said modestly.

The Mustangs are now 5-3 on the year and have only two games remaining. What they do from here on out will be rather anti-climactic. Last Saturday's performance probably cannot be duplicated. Idaho State coach Bob Girrimin no doubt is walking around Penasquitos mumbling, "Now I know how Ara Parsegian felt...."

---

**Harriers To Run In NCAA Finals**

The Cal Poly cross country team is coming off a third place finish in the California Collegiate Athletic Association championships and home last week will travel to Irvine Saturday to compete in the NCAA Division II national championship.

The championship is hosted by Cal State Northridge and will be held on the Irvine Coast Country Club.

Mustang Coach Eddie Cadena figures the grassy course is the best he's ever experienced.

"The number one problem we had last weekend was the time spread between the first and fifth runners" commented Cadena. "Third place poly's best finisher Anthony Reynoso (7th) and No. 5 runner Gordon Rado (21st) was one minute, 56 seconds apart."

Cadena is hopeful that if the time spread is held down between 43 to 30 seconds this weekend between 43 to 30 seconds this weekend, the Mustangs will have an excellent chance to finish in the top 10.

Coach Cadena tabs U.C. Irvine and Cal State Northridge as the teams to beat. But the Mustangs team of Reynoso, Jim Warrick, Randy Mylalis, Dave Stock, Rado, and Luis Arreola will represent Cal Poly very well.

Leading Mustang distance man Reynolds is assisted by Coach Cadena to finish in the top 25 runners and earn All-American recognition. Cal Poly has not had a cross country all American since 1969.

An all-of-248 competitors representing 40 colleges is in prospect.

---

**Engineers & Computer Specialists**

**Your degree can get you ahead faster with us than with anybody else.**

**Kodak Film**

Kinko's

Kodak Professional Product

Your degree can get you ahead faster with us than with anybody else.

**Special Student Auto Insurance**

216,000/30,000 Bodily injury and 50,000 Property Damage - Plus
24 Hour Road side Assistance Coverage

Call 843-2338

1124 Nipomo

---

**Screen printing is one of the most important art fields. It is fun, stimulating, and profitable.**

Granada Art Supplies wishes to provide you, the artist, with the materials you need to express yourself.

---

**The Equipment Group of Texas Instruments**

We've got jobs right now in manufacturing and design for:

BB, BS, MS in Electrical Engineering

BB, BS in Mechanical Engineering

BB in Industrial Engineering or Manufacturing Technology

BB, MS in Computer Science

---

**Rich Robbins turns it on.**

(Daily photo by David Wells)